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ABSTRACT

Why Do Firms Invest in General Training? ’Good’ Firms and ’Bad’
Firms as a Source of Monopsony Power*

We develop a model demonstrating conditions under which firms will invest in
the general training of their workers, and show that firms’ incentives to invest
in general training are increasing in task complexity. Workers’ heterogeneous
observable innate ability affects the variety of tasks that can be performed
within a firm. This gives monopsony power to firms with ‘better’ workforces. As
a result such firms are willing to expend resources to provide workers with
general training. Since the degree of monopsony power is increasing with task
complexity, firms whose workforces undertake more sophisticated tasks are
more willing to finance general training. We conclude that training will take
place in better-than-average firms, while bad firms will have underperforming
but overpaid workers who are not likely to be trained by their current
employer.
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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Firms exist not only because they are an efficient way of coordinating
economic activity but also because they foster collaboration with colleagues
who can supplement our own abilities and compensate for our weaknesses,
teach us how to do our tasks better and allow us to specialize in what we do
best. Moreover, colleagues can generate a stimulating and challenging
working environment and they can impose sanctions on us when we fail to live
up to prevailing norms. It follows that the quality of our colleagues matters and
if some firms have better quality workers than others these provide for a better
working environment. It is the objective of this paper to tie these commonplace
observations from the personnel economics literature into the human-capital
literature, in particular the literature on on-the-job training.

One of the tenets of labour economics is the distinction between general and
firm-specific training due to Becker (1964). When training is general, workers
must pay for it themselves. Since the market for their services is perfectly
competitive, there is no divergence between their wages and marginal
product. When the training is firm-specific, however, workers and firms share
the costs and the benefits from training (Oi (1962)). The optimal sharing rule
provides incentives for both parties to invest optimally, and reduces the
possibility that human capital may be lost due to quits or layoffs (Hashimoto,
(1981)).

There is considerable evidence, however, of firms providing purely general
training to their workers (see for example Krueger (1993); Bishop (1996);
Barron (1997); Autor (1998); Leuven and Oosterbeek (1999); Acemoglu and
Pischke (1998, 1999a)). Reasons advanced in the recent literature as to why it
may be in the employer’s interest to pay for some general training include:
asymmetric information about the extent of workers’ training and inherent
abilities leading to a wage compression; the fact that training frequently
embodies both general and specific skills; stochastic quitting behaviour
motivated by non-wage considerations; and trade union compression of
wages.

In this paper we follow the recent literature in assuming that there are frictions
in the labour market, but our point of departure is that we allow firms to differ
in terms of their average quality of labour. In our model, there is a continuum
of firms ranging from the best one – that is the firm where the average quality
of the workforce is highest – to the worst one. If the productivity of a worker
depends on the quality of colleagues, we find that this gives a good firm with a
high quality workforce some monopsony power in the labour market. In
particular, the best firm has complete monopsony in the market for the
services of labour that can only be generated within its ranks. The next-best
firm only competes with the best one, and so also has an element of
monopsony power, while the worst firm faces a much more competitive labour



market. We show that, as a result, the better firms would be willing to pay for
the general training of their workers. In this we are supported by the empirical
findings of Lynch and Black (1999) who, using US establishment data, show
that the incidence of computer and teamwork training is positively related to
the average education level within the firm and also positively related to the
use of high-performance work practices such as TQ bench-marking and self-
managed teams.

Our approach is also relevant to the findings of recent studies, using
longitudinal and linked employer-employee surveys, which show that US firms
in very narrowly-defined industries are characterized by considerable diversity
in productivity and wages (see inter alia Haltiwanger, Lane and Spletzer
(1999, 2000)). This evidence also suggests that such worker and firm
heterogeneity can persist over time. This paper provides a model of how
workers’ innate ability – observable to the firm although not necessary the
survey statistician – can affect the variety of tasks performed within a firm, and
consequently the firm’s productivity. Since work-related training is
endogenous in our model, we also identify an additional avenue through which
heterogeneity in the workforces of firms within a narrowly-defined industry can
be translated into heterogeneity in firms’ output – via differential investment in
skills. Our approach is thus relevant not only to labour economics but also to
industrial organization, since it provides a theoretical underpinning to the
observed link between worker and firm heterogeneity in wages and output
within a narrowly-defined industry.

The model developed in this paper shows that good firms may enjoy an
element of monopsony power, which makes them willing to spend resources
on the training of their workers. The monopsony power emanates from their
ability to enhance the productivity of their workers beyond the level they could
reach either on their own or by working for alternative employers. The more
stimulating and supporting the working environment, the more tasks can be
performed and the greater the employer’s profits.

In the presence of monopsony power, firms are willing to pay for training that
is specific to the task performed but general to the industry. Thus worker- and
firm heterogeneity creates both pure economic profits as well as an incentive
for firms to invest in the general training of their workers. Our model
demonstrates conditions under which firms will invest in the general training of
workers, and shows that firms’ incentives to invest in general training are
increasing in task complexity. Since the degree of monopsony power is
increasing with task complexity, firms whose workforces undertake more
sophisticated tasks are more willing to finance general training.
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Firms exist not only because they are an efficient way of co-ordinating economic activity but

also because, as the quotation suggests, they foster collaboration with colleagues, who can

supplement our own abilities and compensate for our weaknesses, teach us how to do our tasks

better and allow us to specialise in what we do best. Moreover, colleagues can generate a

stimulating and challenging working environment and they can impose sanctions on us when we

fail to live up to prevailing norms. It follows that the quality of our colleagues matters, and if

some firms have better quality workers than others, these provide for a better working

environment. It is the objective of this paper to tie these commonplace observations from the

personnel economics literature into the human-capital literature, in particular the literature on

on-the-job training.

One of the tenets of labour economics is the distinction between general and firm-specific

training due to Becker (1964). When training is general, workers must pay for it themselves.

Since the market for their services is perfectly competitive, there is no divergence between their

wages and marginal product. When the training is firm-specific, however, workers and firms

share the costs and the benefits from training (Oi, 1962). The optimal sharing rule provides

incentives for both parties to invest optimally, and reduces the possibility that human capital

may be lost due to quits or layoffs (Hashimoto, 1981).

However, there is considerable evidence of firms providing purely general training to their

workers (see for example Krueger, 1993; Bishop, 1996; Barron, 1997; Autor, 1998; Leuven and

Oosterbeek, 1999; Acemoglu and Pischke, 1998, 1999a). Reasons advanced in the recent
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literature as to why it may be in the employer’s interest to pay for some general training include:

asymmetric information about the extent of workers’ training and inherent abilities leading to a

wage compression; the fact that training frequently embodies both general and specific skills;

stochastic quitting behaviour motivated by non-wage considerations; and trade union

compression of wages.1

In this paper we follow the recent literature in assuming that there are frictions in the labour

market, but our point of departure is that we allow firms to differ in terms of their average

quality of labour and we allow for heterogeneous workers. In our model, there is a continuum of

firms ranging from the best – that is the firm where the average quality of the workforce is

highest – to the worst. If the productivity of a worker depends on the quality of his colleagues,

we find that this gives a good firm monopsony power in the labour market. In particular, the best

firm has complete monopsony in the market for the services of labour that can only be generated

within its ranks. The next-best firm only competes with the best and so also has an element of

monopsony power, while the worst firm faces a much more competitive labour market. We

show that, as a result, the better firms would be willing to pay for the general training of their

workers. In this we are supported by the empirical findings of Lynch and Black (1999) who,

using U.S. establishment data, show that the incidence of computer- and teamwork training is

positively related to the average education level within the firm and also positively related to the

use of high-performance work practices such as TQ benchmarking and self-managed teams.

Recent studies, using longitudinal and linked employer-employee surveys, show that US

firms in very narrowly defined industries are characterised not only by considerable diversity in

productivity and wages, but also in organisational structure and size (see inter alia Haltiwanger,

Lane and Spletzer, 1999, 2000). The evidence also suggests that such worker and firm

heterogeneity can persist over time. In our paper, we provide a model of how workers’ innate

1 See for example Stevens (1996), Frank and Soskice (1995), Chang and Wang (1996) and Acemoglu and Pischke
(1998, 1999a and 1999b), amongst others.
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ability – observable to the firm although not necessarily the survey statistician – can affect the

variety of tasks performed within a firm, and consequently the firm’s productivity. Since work-

related training is endogenous in our model, we also identify an additional avenue through which

heterogeneity in the workforces of firms within a narrowly defined industry can be translated

into heterogeneity in firms’ output – via differential investment in skills. Our approach is thus

relevant not only to labour economics but also to industrial organisation, since it provides a

theoretical underpinning to the observed link between worker and firm heterogeneity in wages

and output within a narrowly defined industry.

1. Why do firms pay for general training?

Before advancing the paper’s main ideas it is useful to explain why firms are willing to pay for

general training within our modelling framework. Four conditions have to be satisfied, building

on Acemoglu and Piscke, 1999b. First, there are labour-market frictions that make the

productivity of a worker exceed his or her outside option. This economic rent can in the simplest

case be due to fixed costs of moving jobs but will be due to elements of monopsony stemming

from worker’s stochastic preferences – stochastic loyalty to present employer – in our model.

Second, the propensity to quit is strictly less than one (in discrete time) since when a firm

becomes certain that a worker will leave once trained, it is no longer willing to sponsor his

training. Third, the firm’s share of the joint surplus due to the labour-market frictions is nonzero

– i.e. the workers’ bargaining power is less than one – since if the firm cannot capture any of the

surplus from a job match it is again not willing to pay for the training. Finally, the marginal

effect of training on productivity has to exceed (in absolute terms) the marginal effect of training

on wages.
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Acemoglu and Pischke (1999a,b) refer to the last condition as “wage compression” but we

will call it absolute wage compression to distinguish it from more commonly used definitions of

the term (Booth and Zoega, 2000). What is implied is that by paying for increased training, a

firm augments a worker’s output by more than his or her wage, that is, profits are increasing in

training intensity at low levels of training. This condition simply states that firms only invest in

general training if they benefit from doing so.

Before moving any further it is useful to define terms in a more precise manner. Assume that

Y(φ) is output of a worker with training φ, W(φ) is his wage, P(φ) the difference between the two

(Y-W) and, finally, p(φ) the ratio of the two (Y/W).

Definition 1
Absolute wage compression (decompression) occurs when P’(0) = Y’(0) – W’(0) > 0 (< 0). This
implies that profits per worker in absolute terms are increasing (decreasing) in φ over some
range.

Definition 2
Relative wage compression (decompression) occurs when p’(0) > 0 (< 0). This implies that the
ratio of output to wages is increasing (decreasing) in φ. By taking logs we get:

( ) ( )
)0(0

0log0log)0(log <>−=
φφφ d

Wd

d

Yd

d

pd

the derivative of the log difference with respect to φ is positive (negative). In this case training
increases output proportionately more (less) than wages.

To illustrate the difference between the two definitions, assume that as a result of increased

training the productivity and wages of every worker doubles. In this case, we have no change in

the ratio of output to wages for any worker – there is neither relative wage compression nor

decompression – and there is no change in relative wages or relative productivity levels.

However, there is absolute wage compression since the difference between output and wages is

now higher for those who have received training compared to those who have not.

Denote a worker’s inherent productivity by y . Then, following Acemoglu and Pischke

(1999a,b), assume that training adds to a worker’s productivity (Y) in an additive fashion;
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( ) ( )φφ fyY +=                                                           (1)

where f(φ) is a strictly concave function. Similarly assume that wages can be denoted by w  in

the absence of training

( ) ( )φφ wwW +=                                                        (2)

where w(φ) is also a strictly concave function and y  and w  can take any value. Assume that the

probability that a worker stays on after training is equal to (1-q), where q is the propensity to

quit. This is taken to be a constant and independent of relative wages. Expected profits from a

worker receiving training φ can then be written as

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )φφφφφφφ cwfwyqcWYqP −−+−−=−−−= 11 .          (3)

Here, absolute wage compression occurs if P’(0) > 0. The equality of the expected marginal

profit from training – ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]φφ ’’1 WYq −−  – and the marginal training costs c’(φ) – where c(φ) is

a strictly convex training-cost function and c(0) = 0 – gives the optimal level of training φ*:

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )*’*’*’1’’1 φφφφφ cwfqWYq =−−=−−                        (4)

It follows that φ* > 0 iff ( )0’P  > 0 which implies ( ) ( )0’0’ wf > .2

Now, instead of assuming that training adds to both productivity and wages in an additive

fashion, suppose that it adds in a multiplicative or log-additive way. We change equations (1)

and (2) so they become

( ) ( )φφ fyY =                                                         (5)

( ) ( )φφ fwW =                                                        (6)

where we have set ( ) ( )φφ wf =  to emphasise that ( ) ( )φφ ’’ wf =  at all levels of φ. Thus the

ratio of output to wages p(φ) is a constant and equal to wy . However, we will see that absolute

wage compression is quite common and robust to different assumptions about the system of

compensation.

2 Note that in this setup, absolute wage compression implies relative wage compression p’(0) > 0 when
0== wy and f(0) = w(0).
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Expected profits from employing the worker now become

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )φφφφφφ cfwyqcWYqP −−−=−−−= 11                   (7)

and the first-order conditions with respect to training are now

( ) ( ) ( )*’*’)(1 φφ cfwyq =−−  .                                          (8)

It again follows that φ* > 0 iff ( )0’P  > 0 – there is absolute wage compression – but which now

only implies wy >  that is labour-market frictions. The firm would benefit from increased

training in the absence of relative wage compression, and would be willing to pay for it. It

follows that absolute wage compression does not imply relative wage compression: firms may

be willing to train in the absence of relative wage compression – relative wage decompression

p’(0) < 0 not excluded.3

Equations (5) and (6) are consistent with a variety of compensation systems. One example is

piece rates – or output-based pay where workers get paid yw  for each unit of output produced.

Since piece rates are often used to solve incentive – or moral-hazard – problems they entail a

departure from perfect competition and wy > . But, independent of the difference between y

and w , if one worker is twice as productive as another, he is also paid twice as much. There is

no relative wage compression but equation (8) shows that a compensation system such as piece

rates yields absolute wage compression and a positive level of firm-sponsored training as long as

wy > .4

We are left with the plausible conclusion that for firms to be willing to train – that is for

there to be absolute wage compression – we only need an element of monopsony power in the

labour market. If firms pay workers less than the value of marginal product for each unit

produced, they are also willing to finance some training. Take a pure monopsonist deciding on

3 The difference between (1) and (5) is simple. The first formulation implies that inherent abilities and trained
productivity are perfect substitutes making the isoquants in the inherent ability-trained productivity ( y , f(τ)) space

downward-sloping lines. The alternative multiplicative formulation implies that they are imperfect substitutes, so
that the upper-contour set becomes strictly convex.
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wages and employment for workers it has already trained. The post-training profits – this is

expected profits once the cost of training has been incurred – can then we written as

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]wwLwLyfqP −−= φ1
~

                                           (9)

where awL = , a >1, is the labour-supply function for the trained workers. The first-order

condition for profit maximisation w.r.t. w is

( ) ( ) aa wawyaf +=− 11φ                                              (10)

as first pointed out by Joan Robinson (1933). This gives the following solution for the wage;

( ) ( )wfyf
a

a
w φφ =

+
=

1
,                                               (11)

where y
a

a
w

+
=

1
 which is independent of the level of φ. Expected profits before training costs

are incurred can now be written as

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ***1 LcLwfLyfqP φφφ −−−=                                    (12)

where ( )wLL =*  denotes the optimal level of employment and wy > . Dividing through by L*

and taking the derivative w.r.t. φ gives

( ) ( ) ( )*’*’)(1 φφ cfwyq =−−                                             (13)

 which is equivalent to equation (8) above. This goes to show that simple monopsony yields

equation (8) and hence is all that is needed for firm-sponsored general training.

2. Our general thesis

While monopsony in its purest form may be a rare breed, dynamic models of labour demand

demonstrate how monopsony power may be pervasive in the labour market. In labour markets

where there are substantial costs of hiring and/or firing and asymmetric information and moral-

                                                                                                                                                                                         
4 The use of output-based pay is quite common: Salespeople on a straight commission receive output-based pay.
Top executives receive compensation in the form of stocks or stock options. Agricultural workers often earn piece
rates – paid for each fruit they pick.
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hazard problems are present, employers may resort to their wage policy in order to attract, retain

and motivate their workforce.

With employment adjustment costs, the question of whether firms have monopsony power is

equivalent to the question of whether the own-wage elasticity of the hiring- (or poaching)

function and the quit function is infinite. Empirical estimates suggest that the elasticity of quits

and hires w.r.t own wages is a finite number. Campbell (1993) estimated the elasticity of the quit

rate with respect to the wage and found that this was equal to –0.96 which is larger than that

found in most other U.S. studies (Blau and Kahn, 1981; Viscusi, 1980; Shaw, 1985; Meitzen,

1986; and Light and Ureta, 1992). Estimates of the elasticity of hires tend to be larger,

somewhere in the range 0.5 to 4.0 (Card and Krueger, 1995).

We will show how firm- and worker heterogeneity can enhance the level of monopsony

defined in terms of the elasticity of quits with respect to own wages. Our central thesis involves

demonstrating how the interaction of firm heterogeneity, employment-adjustment costs – in

particular training costs – and workers’ stochastic preferences can generate a substantial level of

monopsony power. The implication is that the level of monopsony power varies across firms –

and hence also the level of on-the-job training – in an empirically testable manner.

We assume that workers are heterogeneous in terms of their innate but observable ability, or

human capital, which is measured in terms of their endowment of efficiency units of labour hi.

Some workers have more to give because of better education, prior work experience, personality

traits or intelligence. Worker heterogeneity translates into firm heterogeneity when the average

level of human capital is not identical across firms.5 A high ability level makes a worker have an

information set, intuition or drive that is useful to other workers within the firm.

5 Hamilton et al (1999) consider worker heterogeneity in a model in which all workers have the same level of innate
general human capital but differ in skill types, in a matching model. They model skill space as a circle around which
workers’ skills are uniformly distributed, with the density indicating the market size. Firms’ job requirements are
equally spaced around the circumference. Workers and firms are horizontally differentiated. This contrasts with our
approach in which workers are heterogeneous with respect to innate general human capital and homogeneous with
respect to skill types, as per the hierarchical job assignment literature surveyed in Sattinger (1993).
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Firm heterogeneity in our model – in terms of the average human capital among its workers

– affects the range of tasks that can be performed within the firm. To perform more complex

tasks, firms need to hire workers of a higher observable innate talent. Only with a good

workforce is the necessary synergy in place to accomplish the more difficult tasks. It is here that

the employer’s monopsony power lies. By definition, there is only one firm capable of

performing the most advanced task, two firms capable of performing the next-advanced task,

and so on, while all firms can do the simplest one. Thus there is only one buyer of labour trained

to do the most difficult task while there may be very many firms employing workers to do the

simplest tasks. As the number of firms doing a given task increases, we will show that the level

of monopsony power is reduced.

With enhanced monopsony comes a greater willingness to invest in the general training of

workers. The optimal level of training intensity is increasing in the difference between output

and wages per efficiency unit of labour, and for this reason the determinants of wage setting also

affect the level of training. We find the following factors all tend to raise a firm’s optimal wage

level relative to productivity and hence reduce the level of training: (i) having a low-ability

workforce relative to the industry average (making it profitable to poach workers from

elsewhere, and hence reduce training); (ii) being one of many employers of a particular type of

labour – which also raises the expected benefits from poaching; and (iii) finding high wages

effective at recruiting the better workers to raise the average quality of the workforce. We

conclude that training will take place in better-than-average firms while bad firms will have

underperforming but overpaid workers that are not likely to be trained by their current employer.

Surprisingly – and apparently paradoxically – workers performing the more complex tasks

also benefit from their employer’s monopsony position in an indirect way. Because of a bigger

gap between productivity and wages per efficiency unit of their human capital, they receive more

training and for that reason their human capital is augmented to a greater extent. It follows that

their wages may be higher on that count in addition to the direct effect of higher productivity.
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Thus a ‘good’ firm can offer higher wages to its well-trained workforce while enjoying

monopsony profits due to the complexity of tasks performed within its ranks.

3. Model assumptions and the production technology

We rank firms in terms of the quality of their workforce, as will be shown below. The ranking is

purely ordinal, and firms are ranked from the best quality workforce (r = R) to the worst (r = 1).

It follows that firms differ only in their average level of human capital:

11 ............ HHHH rrR −>>

The R-th firm hires workers with the highest average human capital and performs the most

complex task, in addition to all simpler ones. Firm R-1 performs all the same tasks apart from

the most advanced one, which is the one that distinguishes the best and the next-best firm. Thus,

letting Mk denote the number of firms performing the k-th task, it is clear that Mk is decreasing in

the complexity of the task performed. More precisely, we can write

1+−= kRM k                                                          (14)

where R is the total number of firms and k is the number of tasks performed at a particular firm.

Equation (14) implies that there is one firm doing the most advanced task k = R, two firms doing

the second most advanced, and R firms doing the most simple task.

Production is a linear function of labour (measured in efficiency units) such that an efficiency

unit of labour devoted to a particular task produces y  units of output. The firm can augment a

worker’s efficiency units through on-the-job training. The cost of providing the worker with

training φ is described by the strictly convex function c(φ);

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 00,0’’,0’, =>> cccc φφφ .

The training function f(φ) is strictly concave;

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 10,0’’,0’, =<> ffff φφφ .
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The profits of the best firm (performing R tasks) RP  are the sum of value added wy − – the

difference between output and wages per efficiency unit of labour – net of training costs coming

from all efficiency units performing each of the R tasks, and can be written as

( ) ( ) ( )∑∑∑
== =

−−=
R

r
rr

R

r
rr

n

i
irrR cnwyhfnP

r

11 1

φφ                                  (15)

where nr is the number of workers doing task r and hi is the human capital of worker i. The i-th

unit of human capital would only produce 1y  in the “worst” firm where the average quality of

his colleagues is 1H – performing the most mundane tasks and receiving wage 1w  – but it

would produce a higher level Ry in the best firm doing the most sophisticated task at wages

Rw where the average quality is RH .

Because of constant-returns-to-scale – one efficiency unit of labour devoted to task i

produces iy  units of output – the firm’s decisions about employment, on the one hand, and

wages and training intensity, on the other hand, are separable. The number and quality of

workers in each firm is initially calculated for given wages and training intensity. They receive

on-the-job training in work-related skills that are general to all firms in the skilled sector but

specific to the task they are being trained for. The degree of training intensity then determines

the extent to which post-training productivity and wages are augmented.

Once trained, workers may choose either to stay with the firm that provided the training and

produce, or quit to work in other firms in the skilled sector. Workers do not leave the skilled

sector. The probability of retaining current workers – captured by the quit function q – and the

probability of poaching workers trained by other firms – captured by the poaching function p – is

a function of the wage differential between firms, amongst other factors. The two functions, and

their first derivatives, determine the optimal level of wages and hence also the optimal level of

training.
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4. The allocation of labour across tasks

We now consider both total employment (human capital) in each firm devoted to each task, and

the optimal allocation of workers with different ability levels across tasks. We initially consider

how employment and human capital are allocated for given optimally chosen levels of wages

and training intensity. We assume that each firm is faced with a finite number of workers with

each skill level. This captures the essence of a labour market in which workers show up

randomly. Firms’ task heterogeneity is determined by the ability of workers who show up. Not

all workers who turn up are selected due to the cost of training them. The firm selects the best

quality workers and then begins training and production.

First we consider the number of workers doing each task, nk, where the subscript denotes the

k-th task. Workers are given training on-the-job which is specific to their task. The training

intensity is denoted by φ and the workers augment their inherent human capital h in a

multiplicative way as in equation (5) above. Thus a worker trained for task k will have ( ) ik hf φ

efficiency units of labour and he will be able to produce ( ) kik yhf φ  units of output.6 Wages per

efficiency unit of labour are denoted by kw  so the wages of a worker with human capital hi

working on task k are ( ) kik whf φ  as in equation (6) above.

The r-th firm’s chooses the number of workers doing the k-th task, nk , by maximising

( ){ }∑
=

−−−=
kn

i
kikkkk chwyfqP

1

))(()1( φφ                                     (16)

subject to the number of available workers of each skill type. Note that remuneration and

marginal productivity vary in accordance with a worker’s innate productivity, h.

For the r-th firm, the number of workers trained to do task k has to be such that the following

equation be satisfied for every worker trained:

( ) 0))(()1( *** ≥−−− kikkk chwyfq φφ                                        (17)

6 Note that the relative productivity of all workers is not affected by their training because the training adds to a
worker’s human capital in a multiplicative way.
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The left-hand side of the equation has the optimal values of φ and w . The equation shows that

the benefit from hiring worker i must be nonnegative. The firm starts with the most able person

who has presented herself – assuming her human capital is high enough to make the benefit from

training be positive. As it moves to less able workers, the benefit from training is falling in the

number of workers trained since their ability level hi is falling until the equality in equation (17)

holds or the net benefit from training for task k becomes lower than the benefit from training the

same worker for some other task.

Having considered the number of workers doing each task, we now take a look at the

allocation of workers across tasks. Should the firm use a few of the best workers for the most

difficult task – task r – or should we use many less able workers for that task? We will show that

the best workers should be allocated to the most advanced tasks within the firm. Assume that

there is a worker with ability level hj doing task r – the most sophisticated within firm r – and

another doing the least advanced task – task 1 – with a higher ability level hi; hi > hj. If the firm

could relocate them at zero cost so that the latter would be trained to do task r and the former to

do task 1, the benefit to the firm would be the following since total training costs would be

unchanged;

( ) ( )( ) ( )( )[ ]( ) 01 111 >
+
−−−−− jirrr hhwyfwyfq φφ                           (18)

which is positive iff

( )( ) ( )( )111 wyfwyf rrr −≥− φφ

that is if the firm benefits more from the employment of a worker doing the sophisticated task.

We will show this to be the case because of a greater degree of monopsony power for task r and

a higher level of training, φr > φ1. It will then become clear that the best workers would be

allocated to the most advanced task and the worst to the least advanced one. At the margin

between task k and task k-1, the following condition should hold:
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( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 011 1111 ≥−−−=−−− −−−− kikkkkikkk chwyfqchwyfq φφφφ            (19)

The net benefit from allocating a new worker i – with human capital hi – to task k and task k-1 is

the same.

Note that the inequality in equation (19) comes about when a firm has gone down the line

and trained workers for the different tasks, starting with the most able worker being assigned to

the most sophisticated task and finishing with the least able worker being trained for the most

basic task. If workers who are at least as able as this marginal (minimum ability) worker – this is

the pool of desired workers – are in short supply, the firm cannot hire as many workers for each

task as it desires. (Recall our assumption that there is a finite number of each innate skill/ability

type who present themselves for employment.) Faced with this constraint, the best the firm can

do is to allocate workers efficiently across tasks, leaving unfilled vacancies throughout the firm.

5. Monopsony and On-the-job Training

We allow firms to augment each worker’s human capital through on-the-job training. Each firm

gives workers training that is general to one of the tasks performed within its ranks. Thus a

worker trained for task r (the most sophisticated task in the r-th firm) can take this knowledge

with her to work on that same task in any other firm. But the training is specific to task r and

cannot be used to do any other task. Thus the training will be useless in firm r-1 and below since

the r-th task is not performed there, but will be of value to all firms with task complexity greater

than r.

We now return to equation (14). Firm R has is the only firm in the market for labour trained

to perform its most sophisticated task and produce the last Ry  units of output (per efficiency

unit of labour). These units can only be produced through the most difficult task, which requires

the co-operation of very able workers. Firm R then only competes with one other firm for the

services of labour to produce the 1−Ry  units of output. The degree of labour-market competition
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is then rising until it reaches its maximum for the first 1y units. As noted above, we view these

different lumps of output as resulting from increasingly sophisticated tasks performed within

firms.

What determines labour mobility in this model? Following Salop (1979) we assume frictions

or ‘stickiness’ in the movement of workers between firms, so that the retention probability is a

function not only of the wage differential for each task performed but also contains a stochastic

component. The latter reflects the fact that sometimes workers decide to leave their current

employer and find another job for non-wage reasons. Workers’ preferences are drawn from the

same probability distribution but each worker has a different draw from the distribution, hence

different preferences and may therefore like to work in a different workplace. This is the key

labour-market friction in our model. Most importantly, we will show that the quitting/poaching

probability is affected by the number of other firms performing the task for which a worker has

been trained.

We can show these ideas more rigorously as follows. Suppose that an individual joins a new

firm – is successfully poached – iff µi ≥  ( Aww − ), where µ denotes the non-pecuniary benefit

from joining a given firm, w  is his current wage and Aw  is the average wage elsewhere.

Assume cov(µi ,hi) = 0 since there is no reason to suppose that innate ability and attitudes to

location or the boss should be correlated. Suppose that µi is uniformly distributed as [-θLk, θ]

representing the fact that the non-pecuniary benefits from joining a given firm are decreasing in

the total number of firms because there is more choice in terms of the non-pecuniary aspects of a

job. The density f(µ) is then given by 1/[θ(Lk+1)]. The probability of a worker joining a firm is

then given by the following equation

( )
( ) ),(

1
)(

−−

−=
+

−−=−≥ k
A

k

A
A Lwwp

L

ww
wwprob

θ
θµ                           (20)
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which is equal to 1/Mk in symmetric equilibrium where Aww = . The probability of successfully

poaching a worker is decreasing in the number of firms and in own wages relative to wages

elsewhere .Aww −

 The probability that a worker quits is equal to the probability that he be poached by any of

the Lk alternative employers. It follows that the probability of quitting can be written as follows

( )
( )1

),(),(
+

−−
=−=−

−−−−

k

k
A

k
kk

A
k

A

L

LwwL
LLwwpLwwq

θ
θ

                   (20’)

where w  is the worker’s current wage as before and Aw is the wage being offered elsewhere. It

follows that the quit rate is increasing in the number of firms Lk and decreasing in the worker’s

own wage.

We now consider the firm’s profit function for task k in equation (16). Recall that kP

denotes expected profits from letting nk able workers perform task k and produce

( )∑ =
kn

i kik yhf
1

φ  units of output, where ky  is output per efficiency unit of labour doing task k and

wages per efficiency unit of labour are denoted by Kw . The r-th firm’s maximisation problem

can now be written as follows;

( )kk
A
kkkk

A
kkkkkkkkkk

w
cnnLhwyfLxpnhwyfLxqP

kk

φφφ
φ

−−+−−= ))((),())(()],(1[max
,

   (21)

where A
k wwx −= , h is the average level of human capital doing task k and A

kφ  is the average

level of training in other firms.7  The first term on the left-hand side gives expected profits from

employing retained workers trained in this firm. The second term on the left-hand side gives the

expected profits from workers trained by all other firms performing this task but who have been

poached by this firm. There are A
kn  such workers at each firm. Finally the right-hand side has the

cost of training given by the strictly convex function c(φ). To make things simple, we assume

that the ‘poachees’ are of the same ability level as worker i. However, we think that relaxing this

7 Instead of writing the profit function using the average human capital of workers, we could have written one profit
function for each worker employed doing task k. This would not affect our results as long as any prospective
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assumption is sufficiently important to justify a separate section that comes at the end of the

paper.

The first-order conditions for the level of training per efficiency unit for task k follows:

( )[ ] ( )( ) ( )**** ’’,1 kkkkkk chwyfLxq φφ =−−  , k = 1,2 …. R                             (22)

The left-hand side has the expected marginal benefit from increased training while the right-

hand side has the marginal cost. We now have our first proposition.8

Proposition 1: The amount of training set by the firm is always positive, but is less than
the efficient level given by φ**.

Proof: According to equation (22) there will be under-investment in training because the firm

discounts the marginal benefit from training f′(φ*) by (1-q). In contrast, the first-best level φ** is

set to maximise the value of total output produced by all trained workers – both those retained

by any firm, plus those who quit to work in other firms – less the costs to society of training, that

is φ** solves ( )( ) ( )**** ’’ kkkk chwyf φφ =− , and hence φ*<φ**. 

Note that the level of training is an increasing function of a worker’s inherent human capital.

It follows that workers doing task k will not all receive the same level of on-the-job training as

they will not all have the same level of inherent human capital.

 The wage is determined by the following equation;

)()1()())]((’)(’[ ***
kk

A
k

A
kkkkkk

A
k

A
kk fnqfnpLwyfnqfnLp φφφφ −+=−−         (23)

where the left-hand side has the marginal benefit of raising wages – in the form of fewer quits

and more poachees – and the right-hand side has the marginal cost – in terms of a higher wage

bill. The two equations (22) and (23) are separable in φ and w . Equation (24) gives wages paid

per efficiency unit for task k:

( ) ( )
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φφ

                       (24)

                                                                                                                                                                                         
poachee is of equal quality to the relevant worker doing task k.
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We should note at this stage that the second-order condition for maximum is satisfied, in that the

Hessian matrix is negative definite.9 Notice also that equation (24) does not give the actual wage

received by a worker, as this is given by ( ) kik whf φ .

We now come to the second proposition:

Proposition 2: The smaller is the number of firms performing a given complexity of task,
the larger is the gap between wages per efficiency unit and productivity. Hence the more
complicated the task, the larger is this gap.

Proof: The poaching function (20) has the following properties

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
θ
1

’lim,0’lim,1lim,0lim
00

=⋅=⋅=⋅=⋅
→∞→→∞→
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k
L

k
L

k
L

k
L

in symmetric equilibrium. Similarly we find from (20’) that
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also in symmetric equilibrium. The term Ψk in equation (24) is a measure the degree of

monopsony, defined as the difference between the level of productivity and wages per efficiency

unit of labour. It follows that this term goes to zero when the number of alternative firms goes to

infinity, and converges to a positive number when Lk goes to zero:
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By construction, Lk is a function of how advanced is the relevant production task as shown in the

figure below. At k = 1 (the most basic task), Lk has its maximum value (R-1) and the wage is

close to productivity. At k = R the wage is at its lowest with only one firm in the market for

trained labour doing the most sophisticated task (Lk =0).

 [FIGURE 1]

                                                                                                                                                                                         
8 See also Stevens (1996) and Booth and Zoega (1999).
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It follows that the more advanced is the relevant task, the higher are profits from performing the

task within the firm: all firms can perform the simplest tasks, hence the degree of competition is

highest for such tasks. But as firms become ‘better’, they gain elements of monopsony power in

the market for labour trained to do tasks that are only feasible within their ranks – labour that

can only produce output by enjoying the company of the high-quality workers currently

employed. 

We now consider the financing of this general training, where the firm’s choice of training

intensity is denoted by φ*. This is our third proposition.

Proposition 3:

(i)  In a frictional labour market in which the firm gets rent from the employment relation
and there is some probability that the relation will continue, the firm will invest a
positive amount in general training, that is φ * > 0.

(ii)  The more advanced the task, the more firm-financed general training will be paid for
                  by the firm.

Proof 3(i): Expected profits from a retained worker are ( )( ) ( )hfwyq φ−−1 , and note that its

derivative is ( )( ) ( )hfwyq φ’1 −− . It follows that P′ (0)>0 iff  wy > . The proof of

3(ii) follows from Propositions 2 and 3(i): The fewer the firms, the larger is ( )wy − , and hence

the bigger is φ* ).

The firm is here willing to finance its chosen level of general training because it augments

workers’ productivity in a multiplicative way. As shown in Booth and Zoega (2000), we do not

need to rely on the wage compression arguments adopted by Acemoglu and Pischke (1999a,b) to

generate firm-financed general training. From equation (24) it follows that the larger is Ψ – the

difference between output and wages – the greater is the level of φ. It follows that when we

                                                                                                                                                                                         
9 We consider a representative firm only, since the equilibrium is symmetric as shown in the appendix.
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move to more sophisticated tasks, the firm finances more extensive training. Figure 2 shows the

optimal level of training.

[FIGURE 2]

Now looking back at equation (22) we find that workers doing the most sophisticated tasks

within the firm receive more training for two reasons. In addition to the monopsony element

emphasised in Proposition 3 these workers also have greater inherent human capital h and

receive more training for that reason.

5. Wages, training and complexity

Each worker performs one of the tasks carried out within the firm. In a symmetric equilibrium

(when wages per efficiency unit of labour are equalised for each task across firms) the wage of a

worker i performing task k ikw  is given by

( ) ( ) ( )kkikkikik yhfwhfw Ψ−== φφ .                                       (25)

While a worker’s inherent human capital hi is exogenous to our model, we have modelled the

determination of both training and wages per efficiency unit. Wages received by worker i are a

positive function of all three factors. The implied distribution of wages across tasks and workers

depends on the interplay between these three factors.

Across tasks, we have shown that the more complex is the task, the greater the difference

between output and wages per efficiency unit of labour, Ψ.  This difference then makes firms

choose a higher level of training. Taking the total differential of equation (22) gives,

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) 0

’’1’’

’1 >
Ψ−−

−=
Ψ kk hfqc

fhq

d

d

φφ
φφ

.                                (26)

Not surprisingly, the effect of monopsony on training is decreasing in the convexity of training

costs and the concavity of the training function f and increasing in the retention rate 1-q and the
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inherent human capital of workers.  It follows that if both the cost function c and the training

function f are close to linear, the effect on training can be very significant, especially for the

better workers.

Finally, the effect on φ is decreasing in the level of Ψk as shown in Figure 2. The effect on

human capital through training is then further decreasing in Ψk due to the concavity of the

training function f.  Depending on the value of the model’s parameters, the stage is set for the

hump-shaped relationship between wages (per worker) and task complexity shown in Figure 3.

[FIGURE 3]

Initially the indirect effect of monopsony through training on wages dominates its direct effect

so that wages are increasing in task complexity. The indirect effect may then diminish more

rapidly – although this depends on the parameters of the model – so that the direct effect starts

dominating and wages start falling in the complexity of the task.10 In summary, wages are

increasing in task complexity because of increased training and also higher output per efficiency

unit of labour ky . Wages are decreasing in complexity because of higher monopsony power Ψk.

Lucrative consulting opportunities among university professors may provide one example of

the relevance of a hump-shaped relationship between complexity and wages. By performing less

advanced tasks as consultants to both private companies and government agencies, professors

often earn salaries that are significantly higher than those paid for the often more demanding

tasks performed on university campuses. However, universities tend to be more generous when

it comes to sabbaticals and other opportunities for self improvement, not surprisingly in light of

10 The hump-shaped relationship depends crucially on productivity not increasing too rapidly in task complexity

( ky exceeding 1−ky by too much) and the shape of the training and cost functions being such that the second

derivative of φ with respect to Ψ  be sufficiently negative.
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our model.11    

Across workers performing the same task, workers with higher human capital also receive

higher wages. The reason is twofold: First, they embody more units of human capital to start

with. Second, because their endowment of human capital is greater, they also receive more

training which raises their wage further. In a university department, the more productive

professors would both be paid more due to their initially higher creativity but would also be

given less teaching and more opportunities to increase their skills further.

6. Poaching across tasks and the quest for a monopsony position

So far, we have left out of our analysis the possibility that a firm may want to offer high wages

in order to raid other firms of individuals who are of a higher ability than their current

workforce. In particular, we wrote equation (21) as if poachees would be identical to existing

workers. But now we want to relax this assumption and introduce asymmetries between current

and prospective workers.

When a firm has trained all eligible workers from its own pool of applicants, it may pay to

offer high wages in order to attract more able workers doing the same task at other firms – hence

not in need of new induction skills – or more able workers doing different tasks (i.e. less

sophisticated tasks at inferior firms) but needing some initial retraining.

We first describe poaching within tasks. The maximisation problem becomes

11 The relationship between complexity – hence labour-market competition – and real wages is reminiscent of the
findings of Calmfors and Driffill (1988) who found a hump-shaped relationship between real wages and the
centralisation of wage bargaining. We can view centralisation among employers as enhanced monopsony power and
thus directly compare our results to theirs.  On the employer side, they find that “the potential for a price rise is
larger, the more sectors that are simultaneously affected by wage increases and, hence, money profits are less
adversely affected. However, this is accompanied by a stronger effect on the aggregate price level, hence less of an
increase in real profits. The first effect tends to raise wages, the second to reduce them.”11 As a result, increased
centralisation among employers leads initially to rising real wages and then eventually to falling real wages. We
have found that as the level of monopsony in the labour market is increased, the real wage may initially rise due to
the increased training of workers but eventually falls when training runs into diminishing returns and monopsony
power is further increased.
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where Ah is the average ability level for workers doing task k at other firms. The FOC for φ is as

before equation (22).12 The FOC for wages now become
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Wages per efficiency unit of labour are a positive function of hh A ;
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The effect is increasing in the number of alternative firms Lk and in the relative size of these

firms k
A
k nn . It follows that a worker – or a group of workers doing the same task – gets a

higher wage (per efficiency unit of labour that he embodies) if he is of low ability relative to

those doing the same task in other firms. Bad workers get more than they “deserve” because

their employer is hoping to attract someone else. There are more efficiency units of labour to be

poached and the marginal benefit of raising wages (at any given wage level) is higher.

It follows that a ‘good’ firm that can allocate high ability workers to a complicated task k

enjoys higher monopsony profits for two reasons. First, there is a limited number of firms doing

task k as discussed previously. Second, the firm is disproportionately large because of the

superior workforce that it allocates to task k. For both reasons, the firm would pay lower wages

per efficiency unit and have higher profits and, most importantly, it would train its employees

more intensively according to proposition 3. The last effect benefits workers and they can

receive higher wages despite the greater monopsony element.

12 Note that we may no longer have a symmetric equilibrium if the firms differ in the abilities of workers doing task

k. In particular φk does not have to equal A
kφ  which complicates the equations slightly.
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We now turn to the possibility of poaching a worker who is currently doing a different task

at another firm. In order to simplify the exposition, we assume that there is no poaching of

workers doing the same task at other firms. The analysis has to be modified in two different

ways. First, the key difference from the previous case lies in the need to give workers induction

training for task k. If the firm is successful at poaching a worker from another firm, the worker

will then only be trained if his ability level is sufficiently high to warrant giving him the training.

The following condition has to be satisfied for a worker with ability level hj to be profitably

trained:

( ) ( ) 0))((1 ** ≥−−− kjkkk chwyfq φφ                                        (29)

It is clear that there is always a place for an ‘excellent’ worker. But if a worker falls below this

threshold, he will be turned away. Now when firms set wages with the intention of both

retaining their current workers and poaching workers from other firms who are currently doing

other tasks, they have to take into account the probability γ that possible poachees will be above

this threshold ability level. The second difference lies in the observation that workers who join a

new firm to do a different task face both different wages and training levels with their new

employer. The relevant wage differential becomes

( ) ( ) rrkkk wfwfx φφ −=                                          (30)

when quitting task r in one firm to do task k in another.

While equation (22) is again unchanged, the FOC for wages will now look as follows;
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where ’Ah  is the average human capital of those workers falling above the threshold. Note that γ

appears with Lk and ’Ah  – they all have the same effect of raising wages towards the level of

productivity. If it is easy to get able workers, this makes poaching more lucrative – just as

having more and better potential poachees – and the optimal wage is higher.
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Finally, a firm may want to change its ranking by poaching high-ability workers who make it

possible for a more sophisticated task to be performed. But note that this usually requires more

than one worker. Assume that m high-ability workers are needed to change the ranking of firm r

and that the probability that a given worker falls into this group is η. The probability that m such

high-ability workers will be poached is equal to ηm, which can be a very low number since η <

1. If fewer than m workers are poached, the analysis above applies. But assume that the firm will

only hire these new workers if their number is at least equal to m and that they will be used to do

task r+1. Equation (21) will now have the following form;
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where A
rrr wwx −=+1  if poaching within tasks and given by equation (30) if poaching between

tasks. The FOC with respect to wages will now read:
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An increase in m will raise 1+rw . If we need many workers the sensible thing is to offer a high

wage. The same applies if high wages are effective at attracting workers (p’ is large). But if the

workers come anyway (p is large), the optimal wage is low.

We can summarise the discussion in this section by stating the conditions that are conducive

to high wages:

• There are many other firms with workers who have been trained to do the task in question.
 

• Workers at other firms are of a high ability and likely to be of sufficient ability for the firm
to want to give them training.

 

• The firm needs a large number of new workers to create an environment for a new
sophisticated task to be performed within its ranks, and high wages are an effective way of
poaching workers.
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It then follows from equation (22) that all of these conditions work against firm-sponsored

general training. A firm which is one of many in the industry with a below-average workforce

but that aspires to greatness through attractive wage offers is not going to expend resources

training its underperforming and overpaid staff. Taking an example from the academic labour

market, a below-average research department would maintain relatively competitive wages in

the hope of attracting good people from other department, but would not be generous to its

current staff in terms of the frequency or length of sabbaticals or in terms of research budgets.

In contrast a good and well established firm that offers its much-better-than-average

workforce the opportunity of performing tasks rarely performed anywhere else can both pay less

relative to productivity and then also offer more extensive training programmes. Workers may

also benefit from their high average quality as they receive more training and for that reason

possibly higher wages. An above-average research department would thus enjoy the best of all

world: high profits for the university, high wages for staff and generous provisions for

sabbaticals and other skill-enhancing opportunities.

7. Conclusions

We have found that good firms may enjoy an element of monopsony power which makes them

willing to spend resources on the training of their workers. The monopsony power emanates

from their ability to enhance the productivity of their workers beyond the level they could reach

either on their own or by working for alternative employers. The more stimulating and

supporting the working environment, the more tasks can be performed and the greater the

employer’s profits.

In the presence of monopsony power, firms are willing to pay for training which is specific

to the task performed but general to the industry. Thus worker- and firm heterogeneity creates

both pure economic profits as well as an incentive for firms to invest in the general training of

their workers. Our model demonstrates conditions under which firms will invest in the general
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training of workers, and shows that firms’ incentives to invest in general training are increasing

in task complexity. Since the degree of monopsony power is increasing with task complexity,

firms whose workforces undertake more sophisticated tasks are more willing to finance general

training.
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Appendix

Proof of Existence and Uniqueness of Symmetric Equilibrium for the Industry

For simplicity, the proof is done for the two-firm case. Profits for firm 1 can written as:

)())(()()()1( 1121

__

211

_

1

_

111 φφφ cnnhwyfpnhwyfqP kkkkkkkkkkkk −−+−−=        (A1)

Maximisation of (A1) w.r.t. training intensity φ1 and wages w1 respectively gives:
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The analogous expected profit equation for firm 2 is:
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The first order conditions (FOC) of firm 2 are:
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Dropping the k subscripts for expositional ease, we now subtract (A3b) from (A3) to obtain after
some manipulation the following function, assumed to be continuous from continuity of the
underlying functions:
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We now show existence of an industry equilibrium by showing that equation (A4) only holds for
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x = (w1 - w2) =0, that is w1 = w2.

Case 1: x → ∞
Here the first term in (A4) is ∞. Clearly n2 = 0 when x → ∞. Because there is consequently no
quitting or poaching, Φ( )w w1 2− → ∞  as x → ∞.

Case 2: w1 = w2

Here the first term in (A4) is zero. The second and third terms are only equal to zero when n1 =
n2 and φ1 = φ2 . This implies Φ( )w w1 2 0− =  if x = 0.

Case 3: x → - ∞

As x → - ∞, the first term in (A4) → - ∞. Because there is consequently no quitting or poaching,
Φ( )w w1 2− → −∞  as x → - ∞.

To guarantee uniqueness of the symmetric equilibrium w1 = w2, note that

Φ’( )x = >1 0.                                                                (A5)
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